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FOREWORD

FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK
Dear Readers,
Welcome to our summer issue of
LeaderShip! In my last foreword, I wrote
that 2020 had gotten off to “a bit” of a
rocky start, which wasn’t entirely wrong,
but my goodness, how things have
escalated since then! It has been a very
difficult and challenging last two quarters
– entirely unprecedented – and we can all
only hold tight, stay safe, and hope that
things will start to normalise sooner rather
than later.
Despite the lockdowns, travel restrictions,
outright travel bans, quarantines and social
distancing requirements in many countries,
life still needs to go on, including business.
And there is no other ‘business’ where
this is more true than shipping. The global
economy and communities the world over
depend on shipping to keep supply chains
moving, and this is especially the case now
more than ever.

Yet despite this, it hasn’t been easy.
Onboarding new crew to relieve those
due for sign-off in the current climate of
hunkering down and ‘not in my backyard’
has been a challenge, and that is putting it
mildly. In his CEO’s Message (pp. 4-5), Bjorn
Hojgaard addresses this issue and how
we are doing all that we can to effect crew
changes, but how it is also imperative for
those on board who are due or overdue for
relief to remember the very critical role that
they play. “Proud to be a mariner” has never
been more meaningful.
Given how front and centre the Covid-19
pandemic has been, I thought it fitting to
feature a few articles relating to the situation,
and so it is that we have an account from
one of our fleet managers in Hong Kong
about his confinement to a shipyard in China
during the height of the country’s outbreak
(pp. 11-13). It makes for an interesting read,
and just goes to show that even shore staff
can be impacted by Covid-19.
Complementing this story is another
account by one of our chief officers that
highlights the uncertainties surrounding

crew changes (pp. 14-15). Fortunately for
him, he was one of the lucky ones who we
were able to relieve on time. I also wanted
to showcase the wonderful photo messages
put together by some of our crew for those
ashore (pp. 16-17). A really inspiring initiative
that’s great to see, not to mention the money/
resource-saving initiatives taken by the
dedicated crew of the MT Colorado in their
mission to “pay back” (pp. 18-19).
Throughout the above, and against all odds,
we managed to design, renovate and fit out a
whole new office space in Hong Kong, which
we were able to move into on time and within
budget. Of course, all of this was planned
and on the cards well before anyone had ever
heard of Covid-19, and the fact that Hong
Kong has largely been spared thus far (and
may this continue, fingers crossed) is nothing
short of a miracle, and is the only reason why
any of this was possible.
To view this small miracle within a miracle,
you can check out photos of our new office
on pages 6-9 (taken by me, incidentally).
In his Chairman’s Message (pp. 2-3), Peter
Cremers also talks about our relocation
and new office, with an entertaining walk
down memory lane, various musings, and
excitement for the way forwards.
Last but not least, we have a really interesting
(if you are technically inclined, that is!)
modification project (pp. 20-22), where we
converted one of Boskalis’ regular heavy-lift
vessels into a dynamic positioning-enabled
one for performing DP float-over installations.
I like the fact that I can now speak of skegs,

transverse thruster tunnels, skid beams and
DP2, and actually sound like I know what I’m
talking about!
As for our in-house PICTURE THIS photo
competition, we are delighted to announce
the following three winners:

• FRONT COVER | Taking the top prize

again (after two years and many entries
in the interim!) is Hong Kong-based
Fleet Manager Anshul Gupta for his
face-masked, goggled-up selfie taken at
a Chinese shipyard amidst the Covid-19
pandemic. A very iconic photo for the times.

• BACK COVER | In second place is another
ex-winner, though a much more recent
one: Cdt Yashwani Bhagal (MT Pecos).
The fascinating web of pipes on this closeup of an offshore terminal in Novorossiysk,
Russia, fronted by a row of tugs, looks
futuristic and incredibly surreal. We love it!

• INSIDE FRONT | Third prize goes to first-

time winner 3/E Sibinlal Parakkandiyil
(MT Fairchem Sabre) for the lovely holiday
photograph at left of his wife and son
standing next to an abandoned ship at sunset
on Kerala’s Dharmadam Beach. Beautiful.

Congratulations to our winners, and as
always, keep up the amazing photography
and submissions. Stay safe, keep healthy, and
happy reading!
Melissa Otto
Editor, LeaderShip
Group Communications Manager

FEEDBACK & SUBSCRIPTIONS

We welcome all feedback, suggestions and article proposals,
and invite you to subscribe to our publication. E-mail your
feedback, subscription request and/or enquiries to us at
leadership@angloeastern.com
You can also subscribe via our website at
www.angloeastern.com/news/leadership
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

248 Queen’s Road East.
The end of (yet another) era!
Peter Cremers reminisces about our former office in
Wanchai and how things changed and came to be
during our two decades at “248 QRE” in this interesting
and entertaining collection of fond memories and wry
musings.
“We moved in [to 248
Queens Road East]
with just 40 ships and
70 people, occupying
a modest 1.5 floors. On
moving out, we vacated
25% of the entire building,
with 640 ships and some
500 people!”

I owe it to Capt. Ajay Hazari for digging
out an article I wrote way back in the
Autumn 1997 issue of Anglo News (the
predecessor of LeaderShip) about our
moving out of Dominion Centre – our first
Queen’s Road East office.
The Universal Trade Centre in Central to
which we relocated was never going to
be a ‘home’ for the company. Sure, the
proximity to the popular bar/restaurant
area of Lan Kwai Fong had its advantages,
at least for the walk down for lunch or a
beer before going home. Café de Paris was
a regular lunch joint. But the somewhat
forced aspect of this move was never
going to make us really like the place.
No surprise then as soon as we signed the
management buyout for Anglo-Eastern,
the search was on for a new office space,
and where better to go scouting than back
in good ol’ Wanchai!
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Sharing the same roof as Wallem in
Hopewell Centre did not seem like a good
idea. But there was a brand-new building
across the road at 248 Queen’s Road East:
Sunlight Tower. The only other competing
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option was a building too close for comfort
to the Hong Kong Funeral Home in Quarry
Bay, so the choice was an easy one, with
the move to “248 QRE” taking place on
9 August 1999.
We asked renowned interior designer
Joseph Sy to help with the design of
the office, which for budgetary reasons
was swiftly limited to the reception area
only. The floor tiles were sourced from a
discount bin in a Wanchai store. From there
emerged the (can I call it) ‘iconic’ reception
desk – an interesting mix between a
Wanchai bar counter and a ship’s bridge.
Like all such things at Anglo-Eastern, initial
comments about anything new usually
bring despair to the initiator and no glory
until later. Much later. That Mr Sy was an
award-winning designer famous for his
use of lights as an integral part of his work
was of no concern to the receptionist, who
removed the designer lampshades almost
immediately.
So, though not entirely as designed, it’s
from there that we took off, with the 23rd
floor reception area serving us well for
the next 20 years. And take off we did. We
moved in with just 40 ships and 70 people,
occupying a modest 1.5 floors. On moving
out, we vacated 25% of the entire building,
with 640 ships and some 500 people!
248 QRE saw us through two mergers and
two logo changes. Plenty of stuff to talk
about. With the company in full expansion,
the choice of office space in a single-owner
tower had been a lucky strike. No year
went by without at least some staff moving
floor. As Vijay Gupta has commented, the
server room is about the only room that

did not change over the whole period
(which is another issue in itself that we have
now addressed!).
Looking back over our neighbourhood
during that period, the immediate area,
whilst having not lost its overall charm, did
go though some drastic urban renewal:
The Zenith was built next to us; Indigo
Hotel came up next door, throwing our
boardroom into semi-permanent darkness;
Old Wanchai Market (built in 1937) was
not only conserved, but integrated into a
new apartment tower; Blue House (built in
1920), located across the road from us on
Stone Nullah Lane, was fully renovated in
2016; and Queen’s Cube, when constructed
in 2011, held the questionable record of
having the worst apartment efficiency in all
of Hong Kong (400 sq. ft with a saleable area
of just 275 sq. ft, including a balcony!).
There are also things that have not
changed, or not changed by much:
the small Indian grocery store, though
uprooted, returned within a block or so (I
wonder why?); and the wonderful market
in Tai Yuen Street, historically known for its
feng shui stalls and toy shops, that brings
us to the MTR in both colours and smells.
My favourite stall is still No. 105, which is
run by an old lady who calls me friend,
especially every Chinese New Year.
In my own digging and further readings,
I came across some interesting snippets
of what was going on in Anglo-Eastern
during the summer of our move: VLCC
Gas Bauhinia joined our fleet, as did Lady
Hilde and Kathleen, plus Canmar Pride and
Honour, while the very first Oshima laker
project plan approval was kicked off (!!).
But I digress.

“I walked through the remnants of our office the
Friday of the move, and it is strange how quickly an
office space can turn into a soulless landscape of
empty desks, scattered chairs, discarded pictures
and useless electrical cords, etc. It just goes to show
that it’s the people who make a company.“

What I’d like to do is extend a big thank
you and fond farewell to 248 QRE. You
have been good to us. Flexible like
we needed you to be to match our
spectacular growth (humble as we are
as a company), close to markets, hotels,
restaurants and bars, and liked by our
clients and employees alike.
We will miss your lift queues going up, and
the struggle to catch an empty one going
down at lunch. I know a few of you who will
miss La Station downstairs. I will need to
find a new place to buy my baguettes. We
will also miss your mess. Where else could
one discover four crates of wine when
clearing out the server room?
I walked through the remnants of our office
the Friday of the move, and it is strange
how quickly an office space can turn into
a soulless landscape of empty desks,
scattered chairs, discarded pictures and
useless electrical cords, etc. It just goes
to show that it’s the people who make a
company. Speaking of whom, our 500 or so
employees are now housed in a new home
in Kowloon Bay’s Kingston International
Centre (KIC).

Perhaps more than a new home, it is a
whole new world, both inside and out.
Consolidated on three interconnected
floors, we are going to see each other
again, recognise faces, co-mingle, cowork, collaborate over coffee, relax,
go digital, become paperless. I look
forward to discovering the opportunities
that this new world has to offer, so let’s
quickly blow life into KIC, with a bit of
that old Anglo-Eastern spirit mixed with
a bit of new.
I write this message from my new office,
where I have a motorised standing desk.
Now, who would have ever thought that?

Peter Cremers
Chairman
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CEO’S MESSAGE

Proud to be a mariner
Two months have passed since the world pretty much
closed down in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, and I
am pleased to note that none of our vessels in management
have been infected by the virus to date.
But, very regrettably, seafarers have been
confined to their ships since late March, with
only very limited crew relief being allowed
to take place. Let me state it unequivocally:
That is not acceptable, and the issue of
crew relief has been front and centre of our
senior management discussions on a daily
basis these past few months.

“We believe seafarers
should be recognised as
critical workers, because of
the heroic efforts you and
your colleagues are taking
to keep the world’s vital
supply chains open, all at
great personal cost.”

We are faced with three principal
bottlenecks: The port of call must allow
relief crew to come through from their
home countries, and off-signers to
disembark and travel back to their homes.
The home countries must allow movement
across their borders, as well as within. And
finally, we need commercial airlines serving
the corridors that are necessary to actually
move people over great distances. Except
for some very exceptional circumstances,
these three bottlenecks have remained
predominantly closed over the past few
weeks, preventing most overdue crew from
being relieved.
I would like to unreservedly apologise to
every crew member currently overdue. We
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really do understand the difficulty this
puts many of you and your families in,
while at the same time we realise your
colleagues ashore may be in urgent need
of a contract and the income that comes
along with that. It goes without saying
that we would like nothing more than
being able to bring relief crew onboard
and see you all go home safe upon the
completion of your contracts. It is not for
a lack of trying!
The entire Anglo-Eastern shore team
is working extremely hard to open the
bottlenecks, both on a practical level, but
also in using our political clout through
associations where we can leverage the
entire industry in lobbying for the special
treatment of seafarers. Medical staff
worldwide are lauded as critical workers
for their sacrifices as they tirelessly, and
at great health risk to themselves, tend
to patients in hospitals that are in many
cases overstretched. Similarly, we believe
seafarers should be recognised as critical
workers, because of the heroic efforts you
and your colleagues are taking to keep

the world’s vital supply chains open, all at
great personal cost.
You can help in shaping public perception
of seafarers as critical workers by standing
tall, discharging your duties with pride
and care, and in the knowledge that what
you are doing is for a greater good – now
more than ever before. You can also help
by refusing to become ‘victims’ during
this challenging period. Victims typically
feel powerless and display attitudes of
pessimism, self-pity and repressed anger.
But that mentality is a choice.
As much as you may feel abandoned
or treated unfairly, know that the whole
world is being severely disrupted by the
Covid-19 pandemic, with many people
losing their lives and many more losing
their livelihoods. Millions worldwide
have lost their jobs, and some industries
that were previously booming are now
down for the count – and many will not
recover. Cargo ships, on the other hand,
serve a vital need for the world to come
through the crisis and will continue to be
needed long after the pandemic is over.
By shifting your perspective, it is possible
to find the positives and gratitude in
your situation, which in turn will give you
strength to see you through the anxiety
and uncertainty.
The Covid-19 pandemic has created
a situation for which no playbook is
available. And I don’t want to give you
a false sense of hope in a time of very
dynamic, even daily developments.
But there are signs that the concerted
efforts of authorities worldwide are
having an impact. The curve is flattening,
medical responses are becoming better

GROUP

“I am asking you to demonstrate to the world that seafarers
are exceptionally resilient people, who persevere when
others give up. Help us to help you by showing the world that
you deserve critical worker status. Be proud of what you do.
Behave as winners, not victims. You are the
unsung heroes.”

organised, and lockdowns are easing
in certain parts of the world. We will
continue to watch the situation closely
and work with our colleagues in the
shipping industry to put maximum
pressure on regulators to ensure
seafarers are indeed recognised as
critical workers and given free passage to
and from ship.
In the meantime, I am asking you to
demonstrate to the world that seafarers
are exceptionally resilient people, who
persevere when others give up. Help
us to help you by showing the world
that you deserve critical worker status.
Be proud of what you do. Behave as
winners, not victims. You are the unsung
heroes literally keeping the lights on in
cities worldwide, stocking supermarket
shelves, and equipping hospitals with
the necessary medical supplies. Without
ships, the world’s economy really would
come to a halt and even more businesses
would go under.
So, let’s help each other on board in
coping with what I know is a difficult
situation and reach out to your shore
teams for assistance when needed.

Everyone is determined to help as best
as we can, and rest assured that we are
absolutely committed to effect crew relief
for each and every due crew member
in the Anglo-Eastern fleet as soon as is
humanly possible.
Stay safe, stay healthy.

Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard
Chief Executive Officer

Ink sketch by
Mrs Nivedita Achappa,
wife of Anglo-Eastern
C/E Amit Achappa,
as a tribute to seafarers,
our unsung heroes
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We’ve moved!

Anglo-Eastern celebrates
new office opening
in Hong Kong
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Anglo-Eastern in Hong Kong celebrated the opening
of its new headquarters in Kowloon Bay’s Kingston
International Centre (KIC) with an in-house ceremony for
employees on their first Monday in the new office space.
The celebrations, which were broadcast live to
other offices and accessible by staff working
from home, included a welcome speech by
CEO Bjorn Hojgaard and Chairman Peter
Cremers, followed by a traditional Chinese
incense and ‘pig-cutting’ ceremony, a fun
balloon-popping countdown (in lieu of the
usual ribbon-cutting), and a toast.

disconnected floors like we were in Wanchai.
Instead, we are now consolidated on just
three expansive floors, all adjoining and
interconnected by a central internal staircase
specially commissioned by us.

Kingston International Centre is a new Grade
A office tower and green building in an upand-coming area of Kowloon not far from
Hong Kong’s former Kai Tak Airport (now
cruise terminal), and within easy walking
distance to two large malls and key public
transportation links, including the MTR.

Special thanks must go to our relocation
project team headed up by Cammy Chan,
our Admin and IT teams who certainly had
their work cut out for them, as well as the
design agency, contractors and relocation
company, all of whom threw themselves
behind the project to make sure it happened
on time and within budget (and a competitive
and affordable one at that), despite the
challenges presented by the Covid-19
pandemic. A herculean effort, indeed!

Furthermore, the new office is bright,
spacious and high-ceilinged, and features a
dynamic, open plan layout, with numerous
According to the Chinese feng shui calendar, breakout and collaboration zones of various
formats and styles. Where it made sense
the day was an auspicious day for moving
to do so, we also took the decision to
and relocating (hence why it was chosen),
reorganise our support staff to sit with the
and it was also a day marked by twenties:
business units they serve rather than by
the 20th day of April in the year 2020, and
traditional functional area.
the day we officially bid a fond farewell to
our former office in Sunlight Tower, Wanchai,
Taken together, the fewer but larger
after roughly 20 years.
interconnected floors, open plan layout,
and move towards a business unit operating
And while that may represent “the end of
(yet another) era”, as noted by Peter Cremers model is a deliberate effort to facilitate and
enhance teamwork and communication in a
in his Chairman’s Message (pp. 2-3), it also
modern, collaborative work environment, so
heralded the first day of a whole new era
that we can truly be one team, with one goal,
for Anglo-Eastern in Hong Kong, and a very
having one conversation.
exciting one at that!

What makes “KIC” unique for us as a
company is the fact we are no longer
scattered across multiple small,

17/F reception area
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17/F office area

16/F main pantry / town hall space
17/F pantry/office view

17/F

17/F inside pantry
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17/F meeting room
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18/F boardroom

17/F emergency response centre

Chairman Peter Cremers

16/F office area

CEO Bjorn Hojgaard

16/F phone booths
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AEMA

GME 28:
First batch of 2020 to graduate
The 28th batch of Graduate Mechanical Engineering (GME) cadets celebrated
their passing out from Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy (AEMA) on February 29
as the first batch to graduate this calendar year.
Chief guest of honour Ashish Wankhede,
Engineer & Ship Surveyor-cum-Deputy
Director General (Technical & Training),
and guest of honour Orson Lobo,
Managing Director of Anglo-Eastern Ship
Management in Singapore, attended the
ceremony, along with other key members
from Anglo-Eastern.
As per AEMA tradition, the dignitaries were
escorted from the gates of the campus to
the academic block, with a cadet guard of
honour and marching band to add to the
formalities before the official flag-raising
ceremony at the building entrance.
The guests were then taken on a tour of
the cadets’ projects and campus training
facilities, including AEMA’s virtual reality
capabilities, bridge and engine room
simulators, bridge house, workshop, and
newly inaugurated assessment centre. The
guests were very impressed by what they
saw, describing the facilities and training as
world-class.
10 | LeaderShip

The tour ended back at the auditorium in
time for the graduation ceremony, which
was hosted by Cdt Srija Biswas, who
kicked off the occasion by introducing
the guests of honour. Vice Principal
Mahesh Subramanian then took to the
podium to deliver a welcome address in
which he talked about AEMA’s journey
and evolution over the past ten years.

28 and their eight-month journey. Mr
Wankhede was then invited to speak
to the cadets, whom he encouraged
to keep up their spirit and never stop
learning. He also thanked all the
parents in the audience for the pivotal
role they play in their children’s lives.

Breaking up the formalities was a short
entertainment interlude performed by
the cadets. The segment commenced
with a profound yet humorous skit
depicting the positives and negatives
of social media. This was followed by an
energetic foot-tapping performance, and
a one-man standup comedy/mimicry act
by Cdt Abhishek Singh, which drew much
laughter and applause.

After a couple more guest talks, it was
time to announce the best of GME
28, with awards going to Cdt Bravin
D’souza for best overall performance,
Cdt Virendra Singh for best academic
performance, and Cdt Akshay Veigas
for demonstrating the most officer-like
qualities. A vote of thanks was then
delivered by Cdt Vikas Nair, followed
by the national anthem in closing, and
a well-laid out lunch to round out the
day.

Getting back to the main order of
the day was Engineering Head of
Department Tejinder Bhamra, who
delivered a course report on batch GME

Well done and congratulations to all of
the cadets and award winners of GME
28. We look forward to having you on
board!
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When duty calls:
Third time’s the charm

Vessel Manager (now Fleet Manager) and avid
photographer Anshul Gupta set off for China in February
to supervise one two-week dry-docking. Three months and
three back-to-back dry-dockings later, he is finally on the
verge of returning home, after duty and travel restrictions
compelled him to remain in China during the worst of the
Covid-19 pandemic. An unenviable situation, but nothing
that a positive outlook and can-do spirit can’t overcome, as
he recounts in this adapted tale and personal photo diary of
his ‘lockdown’ at the shipyard.

Life until the evening of February 12 was
much like a soldier who has been through
all of the training and simulated scenarios
of war without ever joining a battle or
seeing any action in the field. I have been
a part of the Anglo-Eastern family ever
since the beginning of my career both
at sea and shore in 1999, and never in
those two decades have I come across a
situation quite like the one I was about to
embark on, nor one where I was asked so
many whys.
As a Vessel Manager, based out of the
Hong Kong office, part of my job involves
supervising dry-dockings. One of the bulk
carriers in my fleet, the MV Shandong Da
Ren, was due for dry-docking at PaxOcean
Shipyard in Zhoushan, China. She had been

there since February 11 after discharging her
cargo at Qingdao and Shulanghu.
Normally, none of this would be of any
concern. However, at the time, new cases
of coronavirus were skyrocketing in China,
especially Wuhan, with the nationwide total
exceeding 60,000. Despite the worsening
situation, increasing travel restrictions and
quarantine requirements, and drop in
business and other travel, the dry-docking was
still proceeding, since the shipyard is located
on an island just off Ningbo, near Shanghai, so
a good distance from the epicentre.
Even so, knowing that I had to leave my
family and the safety of Hong Kong for a
shipyard in mainland China in the midst of
an outbreak of a previously unknown disease

was a little unsettling, and that’s when the
questions from many family and friends
started pouring in: “Why are you going to
China?” “Do you really need to go?” “Can
you not delay it until this is over?”
However, work is work, and I had every
confidence in Anglo-Eastern, the agents,
and the shipyard to take good care of
me, so I didn’t let these questions bother
me, except when the lady at the check-in
counter also questioned me: “Is it really
necessary for you to travel, Mr Gupta?” I
could barely manage a smile, so simply
nodded yes, thinking to myself for a brief
moment whether perhaps everyone else
was right to be making such a fuss after all.
On I continued to Zhoushan, face mask
and all, flying from Hong Kong to Seoul to
Shanghai on curiously near-empty flights.
Indeed, the second leg to Shanghai was
particularly devoid of people, and it actually
startled me when I looked back from my
second row seat to realise I was the only
passenger seated in the entire section! But
again I didn’t let that bother me and tried to
think on the bright side, like how this must be
what it’s like to enjoy a private chartered jet.
On arrival in Shanghai in the early morning
of February 13, that special status feeling
continued. Like a diplomat or ambassador,
I didn’t have to wait in the immigration hall,
being the sole person in the ‘line’. I was
further thrilled to discover my luggage
already enjoying free rides on the belt.
Again, no waiting!
From the airport I was picked up by the
agent’s driver, who was well-masked like me
and everyone else. From Shanghai to the
island of Zhoushan, it’s a 3.5-hour drive, so

Flying from Seoul to Shanghai as the
only passenger in the whole section,
possibly even the whole flight!
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Fortunately we were able to allay the
crew’s apprehensions and obtain their full
co-operation and involvement through
education, open dialogue, and the
confidence that comes from knowing that
everyone is adhering to the same strict
hygiene and preventative measures to
keep the virus at bay. The steps that we
took were comprehensive and numerous,
including but not limited to the following:
The MV Shangdong Da Ren dry-docking team, comprising crew and yard workers

for the first time I dared not sit in the front
seat of the car for such a long ride, which
remained pretty anonymous all-round, with
both driver and passenger covered by face
masks and sitting separately for the entire
journey.
There was a very strict health declaration
and check at the island entrance,
conducted by both the local police and
health authorities on me as well as the
driver. Where had I been in the last 14
days? What is my medical history? Body
temperature? Where did I intend to go on
the island? What was my purpose? Who is
my contact? Where would I stay? For how
long? I would be isolating myself on board
the ship, and since dry-dockings typically
last 45 days, it would be for even longer
than required.
Later I came to learn from local contacts
that I was very lucky to be allowed through,
as many people were still struggling to
return to their homes and jobs on the
island (and indeed elsewhere in China)
following the end of the Chinese New
Year holidays. No travel or access until
12 | LeaderShip

things settle down. The authorities were
not taking any chances, and though such
strict measures were a huge inconvenience
and disruption to lives and work schedules,
they were at the same time commendable.
When I finally arrived at the shipyard, I was
met by the vessel’s crew. Morale was low, as
they were very apprehensive about being
in China (which was the worst hit country at
the time) and fearful of becoming infected
by working alongside the local yard staff.
Even before I left, I was in frequent contact
with the master and chief engineer, who
regularly updated me about the crew’s
reluctance and runaway fears.
But we were in Zhoushan for a common
purpose and it was necessary for all of us
at the shipyard to work together as a team,
so I had to make the crew understand that
their fears lay more in their minds and
imaginations, fuelled by sensationalism and
misinformation, than in facts and reality.
It was also very important for them to
understand the difference between fear and
discrimination, and how to utilise legitimate
fears as a survival tool.

• Face masks, closed eye goggles, gloves
and hand sanitiser, etc., provided to
each crew member for use at all times
when working with external parties
(e.g., yard staff).
• Face masks to be worn in all common
areas, even in the absence of external
parties, until 14 days have passed (if
applicable) without incident.
• Liquid soap provided in all cabins and
common areas to facilitate proper and
frequent hand washing.
• Crew members to take responsibility for
cleaning their own cabins, in addition to
maintaining high standards of hygiene
on board generally.
• Entire accommodation regularly
mopped down with soap, followed by
disinfectant, with extra attention paid to
high-traffic zones like the upper deck.
• All door handles/locks, push buttons
and other common touchpoints
frequently disinfected.
• Body temperature of each crew
member taken and recorded at least
once daily and communicated as
required.
• Body temperature of each external
party boarding the vessel to be taken
twice: once by the security staff at the
yard entrance, then by the ship’s crew
before being allowed on board.

• No external parties allowed to enter
the accommodation or use the lift, and
no crew members to leave the ship (a
restriction the crew were more than happy
to follow).
• All external parties required to wear a face
mask at all times, both while working and
at rest.
• Social distancing to be maintained
between crew and external parties at all
times, so no close interactions and all thirdparty work to be observed at distance.
• Meetings with external parties to be
conducted by phone or group chat.
Where an in-person meeting cannot be
avoided, this must be held on the open
deck (never inside a closed room).
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opened its doors in the evening. That was a
very slow two weeks.

So good were the measures we
introduced and adhered to that the
owner representative, Mr Zhang, chose
the Shandong Da Ren over a hotel for his
accommodation! That was a big vote of
confidence for the crew. Indeed, he told
us that he found the ship a much safer
place to be, and that he was very satisfied
and comfortable to join us as a team and
appreciated our diligence and dedication.
Despite some supply chain hiccups,
everything else ran smoothly and according
to plan, with the project successfully
completed on March 20. It was time for me
to return home. Yes! But then I received
news that the Shandong Da Ren’s sister
ship, the MV Shandong Da De, which had
incidentally been in the same yard since
March 9, could not complete her drydocking, as the assigned vessel manager
could not travel to China due to the
restrictions. Since I was already onsite, I was
asked to fill in…
And so it was that my stay at the shipyard
doubled to include a second dry-docking.
Having successfully seen the Shandong
Da Ren and her crew through, this second
project was even easier, especially since

the crew of the Shandong Da De were in
a better mindset. All we had to do was get
the job done, which we did, with the project
wrapped up on April 6. For the second time,
it was time for me to be going home!
But then I learnt that China had just recently
introduced a complete ban on all foreigners
from entering its borders, and that we had a
third sister vessel due for dry-docking at the
same yard on April 21, with nobody able to
fly in and supervise the project except me…
And so it was that my stay at the shipyard
was extended to include yet another drydocking, this time that of the MV Shandong
Da Cheng. Not only that, but I had to wait
for over two weeks for her to even arrive!
During this period of waiting, I didn’t have
a ship to stay on, so I was transferred to a
hotel just outside of the yard. It was not the
most comfortable, but just seeing myself
survive each day was very satisfying.

On April 21, the Shandong Da Cheng finally
arrived at the yard, and it was like déjà vu.
Again. For the third time I had to fight the
same/similar battles, in addition to handling
the broken spirit and emotions of the crew,
who had already been on board for almost a
year with no confirmed relief on the horizon.
That was an eye-opener for me. There were
others out there who had been away from
home much longer than me.

Looking back, some might say this was a
bad time, but time is never bad. It’s what
we make of it. I did my best to see the light
amidst the dark: three successful drydocking projects, the safe departure of all
three vessels and their crews, a happy and
satisfied client, plus my own (pending) safe
return home – all done with grace, whist
But now we were all in the same ‘boat’, literally, keeping alive the spirit of One Team (with
so we pulled together and got going the best one goal, having one conversation!).
we could, with the newfound appreciation
Last but not least, I hope people will
that being healthy and alive is the real
remember to not let their fears overcome
win’. With a more positive outlook, work
progressed in full swing and was completed their duties, or their ability to show
compassion and understanding. Those
on May 13, with my earliest possible
who fall ill with Covid-19, who were
departure scheduled for May 16. I will still
have another hurdle to pass upon my return exposed, who are in self-isolation/
to Hong Kong: two weeks of self-isolation at quarantine, or who simply come from
high-risk areas, need our compassion, not
a designated location, away from my family.
discrimination.
But at least, and at last, I’ll soon be home.

Third time’s the charm!
Seeing off the MV Shandong Da Cheng

I spent my days sweeping, mopping and
disinfecting, eating the safest food possible
(Cup Noodles) in my room, or sometimes
in the yard canteen, until one of the
designated restaurants that could cook a
few items of my choice (in separate utensils)
LeaderShip | 13
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I am a chief officer in Anglo-Eastern’s
tanker fleet. On May 2, I was lucky to sign
off at Paradip, Orissa, from my ship MV
Atlantic Harmony, and I wish to share my
story with all of you, especially my fellow
seafarers.
I joined Atlantic Harmony on December
16 on a five-month contract, so was due
off in mid-May. Looking at the unfolding
scenario of this global pandemic, however,
I began to lose hope of signing off on time
and was mentally prepared to sail for a few
more additional months. But believe me,
sailing beyond your contract – especially
at my rank – is challenging. The job is very
demanding and requires more than 100%
effort, especially in this pandemic situation
where we have to work more to maintain
social distancing on board from visitors like
authorities, loading masters, surveyors, etc.

COVID-19

Crew relief in uncertain times
C/O Anuj Sood recounts the many uncertainties surrounding his vessel sign-off at the
height of the coronavirus pandemic in a story that is all too familiar for seafarers the world
over, many of whom simply don’t know when they might be able to return home in this
climate of lockdowns, travel restrictions, reduced flights and quarantine requirements.
C/O Sood was one of the fortunate ones. Others are not so lucky, but as the situation
starts to ease up we can only hope there will be more positive outcomes like this one.
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When we got a voyage to India, that
was the time when I thought: Here’s my
moment to sign off the ship, otherwise I
will be stuck here for many months. AngloEastern took notice of this opportunity and
swung into action. However, they were very
uncertain whether they would be able to
make it happen. Imagine, you are returning
to your own country and are no longer
welcome. Can’t blame anyone, as that is
what the pandemic does. Anglo-Eastern
nevertheless started the crew change
procedure.
The ship was bound for Haldia, near
Kolkata, followed by Paradip further down
the coast. My reliever, Anshul Shrivastava,
drove 1,400 km by road for 1.5 days, nonstop, from Jhansi to Kolkata, where he was
transferred to a quarantine location. He
cleared his Covid-19 test, so we all thought

DG Shipping had released a circular on
April 22 regarding the standard operating
procedure for crew changes at Indian ports,
yet the ports were not all in compliance, so
there was a lot of uncertainty. We reached
Haldia and still things were not clear, so
I began to despair, thinking we would
not make it, especially when the ship
was already at berth and due to leave for
Paradip the same day. As for Anshul, he
had driven all the way only to end up stuck
in a quarantine location. If the crew change
did not happen, he would have to drive all
the way back, only to be put in quarantine
again (albeit at home) for a minimum of
two weeks.
With less than six hours to go before
leaving port, there was a sudden positive
development – we received news that
Haldia had agreed to sign-ons! But not
sign-offs... I was told that Anshul would
be joining us in Haldia and we would sail
together to Paradip, where I would sign
off, except this still wasn’t confirmed.
Anglo-Eastern took the chance anyway
and assured me that many people were
working behind the scenes to make this
crew change happen, so to concentrate on
my job on board and not get distracted.
And so it was that we sailed out of Haldia
with two chief mates on board in the hopes
that I would sign off in Paradip, otherwise
I would have to continue on to the next
port of call in China and be put on basic
wages for an uncertain period of time until

allowed off, which could be at least 1.5
months or more away based on the current
situation. We reached Paradip, but still no
clarity about my sign-off status. That was
a really depressing moment, both for me
and my family who were awaiting news.
Suddenly, when all seemed lost, I received
a call from Capt. Kuldeep Kulhari of AngloEastern Fleet Personnel: “Chief, pack your
bags ASAP, you’re going home! Carry all
your documents and get ready. The agent
will be boarding the ship soon. You will
disembark upon arrival.” Sure enough,
the agent soon boarded the ship and
told me to be ready in 1.5 hours while he
completed formalities. I was ready in 30
minutes. That’s how eager I was to seize
this opportunity to sign off.
Then the moment finally came, and what
a moment it was. Walking down the
gangway, dressed from head to toe in
PPE, signing off at Paradip, being taken
by the agent to the hotel for quarantine,
and sitting in my room, off the ship at last.
That’s when I changed my thinking. Initially,
I thought nobody cares about seafarers.
We are on our own. Certainly that seemed
to be the case in Haldia. But I was wrong.
So many people are working behind the
scenes, people who do actually care about
us seafarers!
C/O Anuj Sood
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now we will be able to do the crew change
in Haldia. But here comes the twist. I was
surprised to learn that there was still no
clarity as to whether Haldia would allow
crew changes or not.

What we are doing
CREW RELIEF MILESTONES

• We anticipated the situation and arranged to relieve as many crew
members as possible in February and March. As a result, less than 3% of
our crew were overdue their sign-offs by end of March.
• We continued crew changes in India up till the last possible moment
on March 23 (before the nationwide lockdown) and were amongst the
first to resume crew changes when and wherever possible, even before
the release of the government standard operating procedure (SOP).
• As of early May, despite the nationwide lockdown in India, we
managed to co-ordinate crew changes for ten ships across nine ports
in India, onboarding 53 crew members and relieving a total of 55.
• We were the first company to pay overdue crew delayed relief
compensation as a result of Covid-19.
• We have continued to arrange crew changes in the EU for our
European crew members.
• We successfully took over and crewed four vessels during the height
of the pandemic.
• We have remained in touch with all crew on leave and kept them in
readiness to relieve their colleagues.

OTHER MEASURES

• We were amongst the first companies to have detailed guidelines for
handling Covid-19 and supplied all required PPE on board our ships.
• We rolled out a virtual medical/well-being consulting service with a
team of doctors to more than 150 ships.
• We doubled the Internet bandwidth available on board for free
personal use during the pandemic.
• We regularly organise onboard activities via our crew engagement
team (ASSET) to keep crew motivated.
• We made around 30,000 calls to former crew and other seafarers
across India to check on their well-being as part of our social outreach
programme.
• We were amongst the first companies to establish and maintain
regular contact with the families of all delayed crew, providing medical
assistance and transit passes to families in need in India.
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COVID-19

Our unsung heroes.
Thank you!
While those on shore are having to deal with lockdowns,
travel restrictions and quarantines, our crew are still hard
at work at sea with their share of difficulties arising from
the Covid-19 pandemic, including suspended shore leave
and no guarantee of sign-off at the end of their contracts.
But they continue to do what they do because it is their
job, because they are professionals, because it is the right
thing to do, because now more than ever it is critical to
keep the global supply chain moving. And because they
are the unsung heroes in all of this whose voices should
be heard. We heard. Now you can, too.

Crew of the MT Atlantic Rose (above),
MV White Marlin (left), and
MT Secreto (below)
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Group of Anglo-Eastern third officers

The photo collage at left was put together by our
crew on board the Anglo-Eastern managed MV YM
Ultimate (recently renamed Seamax Westport).
Says O/S Jay Sarang, who submitted the image:
“When the whole world is fighting against coronavirus
(Covid-19), many countries have sealed their borders.
Some of them are locking down their cities and
countries to prevent infection, but seafarers are still
working on board. We are still crossing the oceans
to bring important supplies, including food and
medicine, while sailing through high-risk ports. We are
also taking proper precautions while working on deck
and inside the accommodation, and by submitting
this image, we want to give a message to all the
world: We are working on board for you. Please stay
home. Thank you.”

Crew of the then MV YM Ultimate

We love the effort and the message, including all the
other ones featured here (as well as those that are
not), and a big shout-out to ALL seafarers the world
over for what you are doing for every one of us each
time you set sail, pandemic or not, but especially
during these very challenging times. Thank you!
LeaderShip | 17
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A proud seafarer never shies away from
responsibility, and I would like to take this
opportunity to express some thoughts in
this regard on behalf of my shipmates.
Since mid-March to the present day
(19 April 2020), my ship has witnessed
the mayhem caused by the Covid-19
outbreak in the US, where 4,500 lives
were lost yesterday in just a single day.
This dismal, fatal saga continues unabated
and unabashed, and the global pandemic
needs the right help and leadership as
soon as possible. As silent seafarers who
never got their due, yet always ready to
step in as required, we smile in the face of
adversity and will deliver when the world
needs us to.

COVID-19

Time to pay back
Whilst shuttling between Corpus Christi and
Galveston on instruction, pending further orders,
Capt. Ashish Kumar, Master of the MT Colorado,
shared with us his crew’s dedication and determination
to do the right thing amidst the Covid-19 pandemic,
including the shipboard initiatives they have been
taking in order save both money and resources
during these challenging times.
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We do understand that resources, both
natural and manmade, can be limited in
such difficult times. Money alone cannot
always improve resource availability, and
I do often ponder if we have the right
attitude to sacrifice resources for the sake
of others, but we do believe in sharing
resources and offering things to those in
greater need. In the recent past, we have
also witnessed Anglo-Eastern forsake
its financial prudence just to care for its
seafarers, and now it is time for us to pay
back.
I would like to share an earlier vision of
Mr Peter Cremers, who once said: “As
a management company, all we can do
is to plug the leak/drain to minimise
losses.” Owing to the severe downturn
of all industries worldwide, including the
maritime sector, due to Covid-19, and with
ships in long, extended anchorages, we
empathise with the owners and managers
who might be suffering pecuniary losses

My team thus stands motivated and
committed to contribute in whatever way
possible by taking the following actions at a
community level on board our vessel, both
proactively and voluntarily:
1. Ship staff to forsake both N95 masks and
surgical masks, as these are paramount
for medical workers ashore. We will
make and use cloth masks instead, which
can be reused after sterilising. Many
doctors in the US (and elsewhere) are
falling ill, even dying, for lack of proper
PPE, and who better to understand the
importance of PPE than the seafaring
community?

2. My comrades agree that receiving so
many soaps in a month is a waste, so we
have voluntarily returned the surplus
to the ship’s store. Henceforth, we have
decided that the routine supply of these
soaps will not be needed and only
supplied on demand. Same goes for
toilet paper and paper napkins.
3. We thank our company for keeping us
supplied with fresh water and provisions
during our extended anchorage, despite
the costs. We are determined to try our
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best and put a combined foot forward
in saving every drop of water, so as to
minimise such procurement. One way
we are saving water is by throttling
the valve and regulating the flow of
individual faucets to the minimum
setting required.
4. A few motivated officers have voluntarily
started washing their own clothes by
hand in order to save water as well as
detergent. The crew have been trained
regarding the optimal usage of the
detergent, which has been very difficult
to procure in these testing times.
Considerable savings were achieved
when detergent was distributed to
each individual, thus making them
accountable for their own resource
management. Where washing machines
are still being used, only bulk washing
on the minimum wash cycle is being
done to save fresh water.
5. Food waste must be landed ashore, as
the vessel has limited refrigerated storage
space. This would necessitate landing
food waste every 20 days, costing nearly
USD 8,000 USD each time for a dedicated
garbage boat. We are thus committed to

reducing food waste and will only cook
what will be consumed, with leftovers (if
any) from breakfast/lunch put towards
dinner. Additionally, we are contemplating
the use of an incinerator to dispose of
food waste.
6. Maintenance of deck and engine
have been planned in such a way that
such resources as paints and other
consumable stores and spares will be
utilised optimally, without affecting the
routine and condition of the vessel, so
that resources last longer. We do not wish
to strain our technical team ashore to
manage the logistics in such tough times.
7. We understand the struggles faced by
Fleet Personnel and other shore staff
owing to the pandemic, hence we have
decided that we will not ask for any relief
from our side until it is conducive for
Fleet Personnel. Both Master and Chief
Engineer have vowed to stay on the
frontline as long as it takes.
8. For the general benefit of all ship staff,
and to keep respiratory ailments to a
minimum, we managed to convince the
smokers amongst us to cut down. In fact,
the team responded so positively that
they have stopped smoking altogether.
Additional measures have been taken
to increase personal immunity and to
stand a united front against this invisible
enemy, including healthy eating habits,
yoga, Ayurveda, and taking daily steam/
sunshine.

happiness quotients, we have started
focusing on community-level games
in order to appreciate each other and
reach out at a personal level.
10.Having earned recognition as frontline
key workers, we feel we should do more
to alleviate the sorrow and suffering
around us, yet since we are shipbound,
we can only offer a silent prayer and
modest financial contribution: one-day’s
salary in April to the PM relief fund.
As the old adage goes: We sink or swim
together. Team Colorado is here to swim
together – even against the current, if we
have to. We are strong, only as long as each
one of us stays healthy and both physically
and mentally fit. We cannot afford to have
any weak link in terms of health, given the
exposure the vessel is subjected to during
its shore interactions, and the fact that if
anyone in the team is infected, we might
not be able to obtain medical assistance
ashore (considering the stringent quarantine
protocols in the US, where hospitals are also
overwhelmed with cases).

In the words of Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard:
“Courage is the ability to undertake
overwhelming difficulty or pain despite
the presence of fear.” This resonates with
me, and I salute the courage of my team
and the seafaring community at large for
keeping their stand and vigil.
So, in such dark and gloomy times,
let’s cheer up and allow me to extend
a big THANK YOU to our shore-based
family for their numerous efforts in
providing us with essential supplies, daily
pandemic updates, additional Internet
data, delayed relief compensation,
appreciation for what we do, and above
all else, for thinking and acting with
compassion.
In my most humble disposition as I
introspect, one thought echoes on
my radar: It’s not about what can my
company do for me, but what can I do for
my company?
Capt. Ashish Kumar
Master, MT Colorado

9. The MT Colorado family understands
that such times can be very stressful for
seafarers who are overdue for sign-off,
hence to keep up the emotional and
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Installing one of the two stern thrusters that needed to be added to the
MV Forte for enhanced lateral control as per DP2 requirements
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MV Forte given DP2 makeover in
a first for Boskalis heavy-lift fleet

The float-over method for installing gas and oil production modules (topsides) has come
a long way in recent decades, maturing from a daring, novel technique to one that is now
frequently utilised across the industry as a safe and cost-effective installation method.

The entire process starts at the quayside
fabrication yard, where the topside is
typically constructed atop of skid beams.
A grillage is then designed, fabricated and
welded onto the main deck of the heavy-lift
vessel. Loading of the topside is achieved
by means of ‘skidding’ the cargo onto the
vessel, while at the same time executing
a complicated ballasting sequence to
compensate for the oncoming weight of
the topside and tidal changes.

More recently, there has been a
growing trend towards utilising dynamic
positioning (DP) for the execution of
float-over installations, thus dispensing
with the lengthy planning and logistical
complexities of a dedicated mooring
spread (though introducing its own set
of intricacies), not to mention the longer

installation time. In view of this, Boskalis
took the decision to add a DP-capable
vessel to its heavy-lift fleet – a first for the
offshore shipping giant.
Rather than purchasing or commissioning
a new vessel, however, a conversion was
deemed the most suitable option, with the

Anglo-Eastern managed MV Forte selected
as the best candidate for the Q1 2020
project. The 50,000-dwt heavy-lift operates
in the competitive 43-metre jacket width
segment, which can handle topsides of up to
20,000 tons, and was already fitted with two
fixed-pitch propellers and two bow thrusters.
In order to convert the Forte to a DP heavylift – more specifically, a DP2 heavy-lift
(single-fault tolerance DP) – numerous
modifications had to be made to the
Forte, including the addition of two stern
thrusters for enhanced lateral control.
These were accommodated inside the
vessel’s skeg. A new thruster room was
also added to the vessel, alongside various
additions and modifications to the existing
high-voltage switchboard room and
bridge, plus kilometres of new cabling.

The two new stern thrusters (1,450 kW each) were
accommodated inside the MV Forte’s existing skeg

Once the topside has been successfully
loaded and transported to the offshore
installation site, the vessel must carefully
manoeuvre in between the receiving support
structure before ballasting to transfer the
load. Traditionally, this has always been
performed by way of a dedicated mooring
spread involving multiple winches, cables,
anchors and tugs – a method still used for
many float-overs, as well as other installation
methods deployed in areas with less ideal
environmental conditions.

A new watertight thruster room was constructed
inside the existing portside ballast tank
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The conversion project was a joint
undertaking between owner and manager,
with Boskalis’ DP2-experienced Central
Fleet Support team primarily responsible
for design and approval, and AngloEastern in charge of tendering, project
execution and cost control. Leading the
site team was Anglo-Eastern’s Docking
Cell Manager Timo Dekoning, with
Senior Vessel Manager Vineet Kumar
responsible for mechanical supervision,
project consultant Tomasz Budnik in
charge of structural supervision, and
Boskalis’ Stijn Souffriau and Peter van den
IJsel overseeing the electrical, DP and
commissioning aspects of the project.
View of the two K-Pos DP operator stations, CyScan console at left, and other sensor monitors

Below is the full scope of the Forte DP2
conversion project:
THRUSTER ROOM
• Construction of a new watertight thruster
room inside the existing portside ballast
tank
• 2 x transverse thruster tunnels
accommodated inside the vessel’s skeg
• 2 x stern thrusters (1,450 kW each),
including hydraulic system (pump sets,
header tanks, manifolds, etc.) and shaft
assemblies (vertical drive shafts, flexible
couplings)
• 2 x LT water-cooled 6.6 MW electric
motors, including starter boxes and
control cabinets
• 2 x LT water-cooled HVAC units
• Modified LT cooling piping, bilge
piping, fire-fighting and working air
• Public address/telephone system
SWITCHBOARD ROOM
• 2 x new high-voltage cubicles added
to the existing 6.6 kV high-voltage
switchboard (port and starboard)
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BRIDGE
• 2 x K-Pos DP operator stations,
including cJoy (Kongsberg)
• 2 x 300 VA UPS units
• 2 x 440 VAC power distribution
cabinets
• 19” survey rack with positioning
equipment
• Various motion/positioning
equipment and environment sensors,
including 1 x CyScan (Wärtsilä), 2 x
MRUs, 2 x Quadrans and 1 x Octans
• 4 x remote control systems/field
stations for the bow and stern
thrusters
• DP alert system
CABLING
• 16 km of new cabling, mostly located
at the bridge and F-deck, to run from
the navigation/ballast consoles to the
equipment rooms, where several new
panels were fitted
• 420 m of high-voltage cabling from
the switchboard room to the new
thruster room

In terms of timeline, Boskalis kicked
off the conversion design back in Q4
2018, with the technical specifications
completed in April 2019 and submitted by
Anglo-Eastern to shipyards for tendering
purposes. Malaysia’s MMHE was awarded
the contract based on its expertise,
and the fact that the Forte’s first postconversion topside cargo is also being
fabricated there.

The Forte arrived at MMHE on 6 December
2019, and after just 95 days (including
commissioning), on 10 March 2020, the
heavy-lift vessel was fully converted and
repainted in Boskalis’ colours, and ready
to take part in its first DP Failure Mode and
Effects Analyses (FMEA) trials. These were
successfully completed on March 14, with
the Forte’s new class certificate issued on
April 7. All of this was accomplished on
time and within budget – and importantly,
without any loss of time due to injuries –
which is quite the feat given the scope of
the conversion project!
Fabrication of the Forte’s first DP float-over
topside cargo regrettably hit some delays
due to the ongoing pandemic situation,
but once completed, the Forte will be
ready and waiting to deliver and install the
topside in Boskalis’ very first DP float-over
exercise. A big thank you to the site team
for their hard work and dedication, and
well done on executing such a smooth
and speedy conversion, plus it’s always
a feather in the cap to be involved in a
project first!

Looking down on the topside
and MV Forte at the shipyard, with a clear view
of the quayside skid beams and installed deck grillage
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“The addition of Navigator Port to
our ships is part of our overall digital
transformation effort across our fleet,”
added Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard, Chief
Executive Officer of Anglo-Eastern. “We
are evolving our shipboard technologies
for the future with smart solutions, and
DNV GL’s offering complements our
vision for a digitally enhanced fleet.”
Navigator Port facilitates compliance
with requirements from charterers and
port authorities. Approximately 1,400
port clearance forms are automatically
filled in with ship data, so the required
paperwork can be prepared in a few
minutes. The system reports directly
to maritime authorities, such as the
Electronic Notice of Arrival/Departure
(eNOAD) to the United States Coast
Guard, and the Electronic Pre-Arrival
Notification (ePAN) to the Maritime and
Port Authority of Singapore.

DIGITALISATION

Port documentation made
easy with DNV GL app
DNV GL’s Navigator Port has been added to
Anglo-Eastern’s growing repertoire of complementary
digital solutions, with the port documentation software
recently rolled out to the group’s managed fleet of
more than 600 vessels.

Navigator Port is used daily onboard
several thousand ships worldwide for
the management of port documentation,
assisting seafarers in navigating the
administrative and regulatory complexity
of port clearance and passage through
controlled waters.

In addition, Navigator Port includes a
database of information about all the
world’s ports and terminals based on
publications and data from IHS Markit
Ports & Terminals Guide, ADMIRALTY
List of Radio Signals (Volume 6), and
other sources. In all, paperwork can be
reduced by up to 90%.

“One of the most time-consuming
tasks onboard is preparing port
documentation,” said Capt. Pradeep
Chawla, Managing Director of QHSE
and Training at Anglo-Eastern. “We have
brought in Navigator Port to reduce
the administrative burden and ensure
quality of the reporting. This is especially
important on ships where the port of call
is not known well in advance.”

“We are very pleased about the
successful implementation of Navigator
Port across the Anglo-Eastern fleet.
Navigator Port makes it easier for the
crew to report accurately and efficiently,
which ultimately means they can focus
on their primary responsibility: safe and
sound navigation,” said Kenneth Vareide,
Chief Executive Officer of DNV GL Digital Solutions.
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MEET THE FLEET

Welcome to the
Anglo-Eastern family

MT Nord Elegance
(AETS-supervised newbuilding)

We take great pride in our growing family and warmly
welcome each and every new member that joins
us. Below are our most recent new joiners since the
last issue until the end of April 2020. Fair winds and
following seas!

DATE

VESSEL NAME

VESSEL TYPE

09 Feb 2020

Crystal Angel

LPG tanker, VLGC

20 Feb 2020

Meleq

Ro-ro carrier

21 Feb 2020

Largo Elegance

Tanker

23 Feb 2020

Regina Oldendorff

25 Feb 2020

Birte Oldendorff

26 Feb 2020
28 Feb 2020

CAPACITY

OFFICE

MASTER

CHIEF ENGINEER

OWNER

Singapore

Kerman C. Bharucha

Praveen Kumar M.C.

Kumiai Navigation

11,978 dwt

Goes

Oleksandr Tsyganenko

Kostiantyn Garmash

CLdN

50,118 dwt

Singapore

Amit Srivastava

Tridib Sarkar

JP Morgan Asset Mgmt

Bulk carrier

121,514 dwt

Hamburg

Yuriy L. Zhuravlyov

Mykola Khovanskyi

Oldendorff Carriers

Bulk carrier

114,019 dwt

Hamburg

Maksym Ilyushchenko

Yaroslav Koshkul

Oldendorff Carriers

Hanna Oldendorff

Bulk carrier

208,942 dwt

Hamburg

Tejvinder Kumar

Ulhas Y. Kadam

Oldendorff Carriers

Crystal Valerian

LPG tanker

4,918 cbm

Singapore

Reynaldo R. Caburatan

Arlan A. Solas

Kumiai Navigation

29 Feb 2020

Rixta Oldendorff

Bulk carrier

118,863 dwt

Hamburg

Mykola V. Borovyk

Sergiy Karpov

Oldendorff Carriers

09 Mar 2020

Hannes Oldendorff

Bulk carrier

208,962 dwt

Hamburg

Ninian M. Carvalho

Naresh Kumar

Oldendorff Carriers

09 Mar 2020

Hubertus Oldendorff Bulk carrier

208,964 dwt

Hamburg

Sunil D. Monga

Gopi K. Teppala

Oldendorff Carriers

15 Mar 2020

Henriette Oldendorff Bulk carrier

209,067 dwt

Hamburg

Afaq Sami

Sergiy Rymanov

Oldendorff Carriers

16 Mar 2020

Morning Sparrow

Tanker

51,000 dwt

Singapore

Ishpal Singh

Dharmendra P. Kuril

Nakata Maritime

16 Mar 2020

Nord Elegance

Tanker

50,000 dwt

Singapore

Sagar N. Anchan

Abhishek Nautiyal

Masumoto Shipping

19 Mar 2020

Largo Desert

Tanker

49,703 dwt

Singapore

Narender Atri

Pravin P. Chari

JP Morgan Asset Mgmt

31 Mar 2020

CL Dayang He

Bulk carrier

80,860 dwt

Hong Kong

Xu Bing

Xue Yong Jun

Sumec Ocean

80,743 cbm

Correction: In the Mar 2020 (#17) issue of LeaderShip, the newbuilding supervision of the MT Marine Hope was wrongly attributed to AETS.
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MV Hannes Oldendorff

MV CL Dayang He
(newbuilding)

MT Morning Sparrow
(newbuilding)

MV Meleq

MT Largo Elegance

MV Regina Oldendorff
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MV Hubertus Oldendorff

MT Crystal Angel
(newbuilding)

www.angloeastern.com

